With revolutionary code reading and laser scanning technology the Honeywell Stratos 2700 is changing the traditional check-out lanes by optimizing speed and accuracy. A perfect compliment to our iPad grocery store POS system, the Honeywell Stratos 2700 is exactly what a POS system looks for in a hardware companion.

**Honeywell Stratos 2700**

Scanning and scale capabilities for retail and grocery owners who want high volume transactions

**Hybrid Scanning Platform**
Engineered to meet current and emerging retail trends, this hybrid solution seamlessly integrates both laser and imaging technologies for high performance scanning.

**Field-upgradeable Hardware Modules**
Expands device functionality via simple, single-tool upgrades that can be completed in less than 15 minutes.

**Remote MasterMind™ Ready**
Turnkey remote device management solution that manages, tracks and upgrades installed bioptic scanners and connected devices reducing total cost of ownership.

**TotalFreedom™ 2.0**
Second-generation software development platform enables valuable add-on software to run directly on the scanner, eliminating the need for host system modifications. Honeywell’s TotalFreedom solutions include flexible parsing plug-ins for GS1 Databar and North American driver’s licenses.

For more information visit https://www.honeywellaidc.com/en-us/